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Figure S1: Scheme of comparative analyses of the time-course expression profiles.The expression time difference is the log 2 -ratio (logarithmic fold change) of gene expression between adjacent time points. We translated the expression time difference into changes of biological activities using knowledge from Gene Ontology (GO), KEGG pathway, protein localization data and literature. In volatility analysis, the volatility score quantifies the fluctuation of expression changes. We further applied the motif-finding algorithm on genes with particular high volatility values in the sch9 ∆ mutant. Figure S8 : Expression profiles for the tranfscriptional factor activity and RNA polymerase II subunit genes in the two strains. Their expression patterns were in concert with the global expression changes. Only -and ♦-marked pairs were included in normalization and summarization; ♦-marked pairs were self-normalized, or the raw arrays. * : in the sch9 ∆ mutant, we excluded the 120-hour array. The output of pairwise normalization were used to fit the three-factor PTR model, which specifies log 2 (intensity)= probe + treatment + reference, for summarizing expression values for each probe-set and each sample, see (30) for details. A volatility score was considered to be high if it was larger than the 90% quantile of the pooled volatility scores from both strains. The percentage of high volatile genes within each range is 20% if it was uniformly distributed.
The high (> 20%) percentage values are hightlighted in yellow color. Mean and maximum life span (10% survival) were calculated from curve fitting of the survival data.
: percent of wild type (DBY746) in SDC; : "n" indicates the number of cultures analyzed. 
